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to come they cannot avert that either. Let others waste their time
over the partial capitalist problems—and there aremany individuals
who squander their hours on partial problems.The chief concern of
Anarchists is with the total problem: Alter the capitalistic collapse,
which cannot be followed even by Bolshevism, what should people
do? And how shall we make them understand what they should do?

Many voices still cry against exploitation by capitalism. But if
capitalism collapses, no new exploitation through the wage-system
will be possible.Wemay have banditry andmurders on a large scale,
but compelling people to work for wages will become impossible.
That is how I envisage the future. We may all die of starvation but
we will not be wage-slaves. Countless men and women are still will-
ing to be wage-slaves, but will have no chance to he alter capitalism
falls.

The capitalists dig their own graves with the wage-system,
whether the workers desire it or not, but that is no consolation
to the millions of wage-slaves. In fact, they are afraid of the day
when the capitalists will be gone. For they do not know how to
live beyond that turning point. Here is rich opportunity for Anar-
chists to point the way—provided that they formulate a workable,
scientific social and economic program. It may already be too late
to propagate such a plan, for we are nearer to chaos than to Social-
ism. But certainly an attempt should be made—to the exclusion of
everything else.

Bombay. India.
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Transcribers’ Introduction.
Sixty four years ago a small periodical from Allahabad wrote:
“Now that India has obtained independence, the old combatant

for liberty has given up his last gasp in the most complete poverty.”
Writing about the same ”old combatant for liberty” Hem Day

later recalled that ” he is not well known to all, even to our own peo-
ple, for he has neither the fame of Gandhi, nor the fame of Nehru,
nor the popularity of Vinoba, nor the notoriety of Kumarapa, nor
the dignity of Tagore. He is Acharya, a revolutionary, an agitator,
a writer.”

M.P.T. Acharya was born on 15th April 1887 in Chennai into a
Bhramin family. From early years he was involved in the national-
ist struggle. He edited a nationalist magazine for his uncle. When
the periodical was suppressed by the colonial authorities Acharya
had to escape to French controlled Pondicherry. Sensing he was
not safe there he left India and landed in France. He soon moved
to London and joined the Indian House with V.D Savarkar, Madan
Lal Dhingra and other Indian nationalists. When in 1909 Dhingra
assassinated SirWilliamHuttCurzonWyllie the Indian House soon
disintegrated.

In next few years he visited Berlin,Munich and inNovember 1911
was in Constantinople to gain Muslim support against the British.
In 1912 he moved to New York and in 1914 to San Fransisco, where
he edited the Tamil edition of Gadar Party’s periodical. Gadar Party
was set up a year ago, with help of his friend and IWWmember Har
Dayal. Har Dayal had spent time with Emma Goldman and when in
1914 Dayal was deported for being ”an anarchist” Emma protested
and wrote about it in Mother Earth.
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It was during this time Acharya saw the real face of Western
Democracies and stood against the notion of nation states. “Is it to
make large citieswithmiserable people, barely eking their existence
that we want to have ’Swaraj’?” He asked.

”I consoled myself by answering that the misery was due to for-
eign Government, but under Indian Government, it would all van-
ish, because our countrymen will be friends of the poor when they
come to rule. Late on, however, when i went to Europe and saw
misery there, my illusions about ”National” rule were shattered.”

Acharya spent the World War period in Middle East and in 1917,
with Virendranath ”Chatto” Chattopadhyaya, attended a socialist
peace conference in Stockholm.Where hemet prominent Bolshevik
leaders and in 1919 met Lenin. In 1920 Acharya helped form and
became Chairman of the Communist Party in exile, with M.N.Roy
as Secratary. Acharya was kicked out in 1921 for his criticism of the
direction CPI was taking under the Comintern and Roy’s autocratic
behavior.

In 1922, with Rudolf Rocker, Augustin Souchy, Alexander
Schapiro, Acharya was present at the founding meeting of the
IWMA. Where he set up an Indian committee with an aim to
send anarchist literature in India. Acharya’s involvement in interna-
tional anarchist movement was set-off by his disillusionment with
the USSR and the whole edifice of Marxist priesthood. He wrote:

“We are Anarchists, because we do not want authoritarianism
outside or inside, because to us anti-Marxists, life and society must
be, immanently – one indivisible whole impossible of mechanical
separation – as the Marxists inorganically think and believe.” ”Com-
munism can come only through and beyond Anarchism not before
and behind it, as Lenin predicted and died broken-hearted andmad.”

From 1923 onward, Acharya was in communication with Emma
Goldman, Alexander Berkman, Taiji Yamaga, Lu Jianbo, Rudolf
Rocker and many other anarchist, but most prominantly with Al-
bert Meltzer - whom he met only twice but maintained a regular
correspondence till his death. Acharya wrote for American, Rus-
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ception is the only thing that can he attempted today. That is the
limit of freedom. Outside of economic possibilities there can he no
freedom.

Today people are bound to hear how they can assure their living
from birth to death, though they do not care for freedom. But they
hope that the wage system will not be abolished. They are victims
of everyone who promises higher wages, whether they really get
a better income or not. Anarchists must say that we cannot live
any longer by the wage-system, whether we want it or not, for that
system will eventually lead to economic collapse even if sponsored
by Socialists or Communists. Therefore those who promise higher
wages are quacks, humbugs, and deceivers.

We have no solution for the great existing economic problem
within the wage-system, nor has anyone else. Only rogues assert
that they have. Today there is no validity in any battle for improve-
ment of wages, but only in striving for abolition of wages. All else is
illusion and delusion. The syndicalists must not let themselves get
entangled in the struggle for wage increases, it they want to pre-
pare for social revolution. The days for such struggle are over, Peo-
ple may want to hold to their jobs and to preserve whatever wages
they can get; there are too many others waiting to take those jobs at
even less wages if they are vacated. It is a waste of time to battle for
higher wages. Either we abolish the wage-system or we go down
with capitalism and Bolshevism. There is no third alternative.

Before us there is one huge, over-all question, and no partial
questions. The wage struggle, trade union movements, agrarian
problems, colonialism, present-day democracy, even the struggles
against State Communism and Fascism, do not exist in the total
problem confronting us. Those struggles will have their adherents,
but they cannot help even themselves — for the whole capitalist sys-
tem from the Fascist to the Bolshevik forms, based as they are on
the wage-method, is cracking and is bound to crash. It is the special
business of the Anarchists to point this out. If another global war
comes, they cannot prevent it, and if a general economic crash has
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selves unable to agree, since each country wants to make the other
countries pay profits that they cannot afford to pay.

Capitalism will be “tied up” whether Socialists are prepared for
the situation or not. If it does not cease existing there can be no hope
of Socialism coming and no use for it. Capitalism will collapse even
without a general strike for social revolution. Otherwise, let us not
think of Socialism at all. It would he only intellectual delectation
without any practical use. Many Socialists appear to have the at-
titude that “it will come some day anyhow,” so why worry about
the situation? But capitalism will crash about their heads with a
deafening roar. It will be too late than to think of Socialism.

Socialism and Anarchism are ahead of us, or chaos. Never mind
how soon. If the great collapse is to come, it is up to Socialists and
Anarchists to prepare for it, even if it should come next month or
next week. But according to all present indications, we seem to wel-
come chaos rather than Socialism and Anarchism.

Anarchism and Anarchists must he ready with a scientifically
workable plan. For Anarchists, Anarchism is synonymous with sci-
entific economics. For such economics inevitably make anarchic
(non-state) conditions essential. But we Anarchists must formulate
a scientifically workable social economic plan which will be for the
benefit all—an economic blue-print that will be acceptable even to
non-anarchists who do not care for Anarchism. We must not of-
fer that program as an Anarchist plan. But only as scientific social
economics, which are easily understandable to all and which will
benefit all persons equally. We must deduce Anarchism from sci-
entific economics, and show that it is inseparable from scientific
economics.

People generally are hound together more by broad than by
freedom, although for Anarchists bread and freedom are identical.
While freedom may have different meanings for different people,
bread has the samemeaning for all. Bread and economic well-being.
Economics being material, there cannot be absolute freedom. How
to make the best of economics for the well-being of all without ex-
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sian, French, German, Spanish, British anarchist journals and news-
papers on the topic of economics, India, anarchism among others.

When he returned to India in 1935, he also started writing for
Indian publications, including Gandhi’s Harijan. About Gandhi, he
wrote that ”Gandhi is more opposed to the violence of the mass lib-
eration than the violence of governments.” He admired Gandhi as
a tactician and also independently formed his own ”logical paci-
fism.” Acharya set up the Libertarian Socialist Institute and pub-
lished many anarchist classics and new material in Bombay.

Acharya contrasting himself with the Indian communists wrote
that ”[w]hat is needed for the Indian proletariat is new workers’ or-
ganizations, of a revolutionary syndicalist character, which alone
can tear it out of the misery in which it grows. Only federalist or-
ganizations, given their complete independence, can create a solid
foundation for class struggle in India.”

Commenting on Acharya and Indian Left, Meltzer wrote that ”it
was impossible to comprehend the difficulty in standing out against
the tide so completely as was necessary in a country like India.
It was easy for former ‘nationalist revolutionaries’ to assert their
claims to the positions left vacant by the old ‘imperialist oppressors.’
This Acharya would not do. He remained an uncompromising rebel,
and when age prevented him from speaking, he continued writing
right up to the time of his death.”

Acharya warned as early as 1945 that Nehru and Patel ”goes
around like emperor, and speak like emperor.” And that ”[w]ithout
an anarchist movement this country will go Fascist and go to the
dogs.”

Penniless, sick and alone, this old combatant for liberty died in
1954. Albert Meltzer in Acharya’s obituary wrote:

”Despite all of his efforts Acharya remained an isolated Anar-
chist in India and failed to create a movement. Whilst nationalists
like Har Dayal and Bhagat Singh had a knowledge of anarchist texts,
they merely incorporated what they felt to be useful to the struggle
against British rule into their thought. Nationalist, and to a lesser
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extent Communist Party orthodoxy, had too much of a grip on the
Indian masses, and unlike elsewhere in Asia, an anarchist move-
ment did not develop, much to the chagrin of Acharya”

”With a growing interest in anarchism among Indian students,
a Bombay publishing house reprinted many classical Anarchist
works, but Acharya did not succeed in building a movement before
his death, nor do I think one exists yet.”

’What is Anarchism?’ first appeared inWithering India edited by
Iqbal Singh and Raja Rao in 1948. Most of the texts in the volume
were written exclusively for it and other author included Nehru,
Jinha, J.P. Narayan. ’How Long Can Capitalism Survive?’ was pub-
lished inTheWorld Scene From Libertarian Point Of View by the Free
Society Group of Chicago in 1951. In 2018, it is sad to note that
all the aspect of capitalism that Acharya pointed to while predict-
ing its’ end, in this essay, have given it the strength by which it
today stands: financialization, international trade deficits, and in-
stitutions. In fact in this essay, which was written just three years
before his death and when he was very ill, Acharya made many
errors which he had criticized Marxists of in earlier writing and it
is not a consistent libertarian text. For example, attempting to find
almost a form of wage-centric-determinism in capitalism and call-
ing anarchist economics ”scientific” are not very appropriate from
Acharya’s own earlier views. Claims such as ”outside economic
freedom there can be no freedom” are very anti-libertarian, if meant
literally.

Some words that might cause confusion have been updated to
current usage, while others that are still understandable are kept as
they were. Writing in 1940s Acharya was using non-gender-neutral
terms while talking about the species as a whole. Comments in
square brackets are by me.

I would like to thank Ole Birk Laursen and other scholars who have
helped dig up and bring back to light MPT Acharya’s life and ideas. A
collection of Acharya’s works will be published by AK Press in 2019,
thanks to Mr. Laursen.
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there is only one feasible possibility ahead. That is Anarchism. The
time for testing Anarchist economics is nearer than ever.

If or when the capitalist collapse comes, mankind has before it
only two alternatives——Anarchism or chaos. That is the perspec-
tive. It will depend on the Anarchists themselves how far they can
put the human race on the road to Anarchist economics.

Capitalism appears fully entrenched—but only appears so. For
it has no rival. But that does not prove that it can save itself,
thanks to the wage-system and the steady reduction of commodity-
consumption. Already its currency system has been wrecked: there
is no chance of reviving the gold standard. Currencies in present
use are fictitious. Yet the capitalists and their sponsors in the halls
of government try to maintain the fiction by agreement.

Capitalism is money economics. lt can continue by changing less
money into more money; otherwise it is lost. The exchange of com-
modities is carried on only as a means of making less money into
more money, both internally and in foreign trade. Now all coun-
tries are endeavoring to sell more and more goods abroad in order
to earnmoremoneywith less money, because in internal trade sales
will mean only the taking of more and more money from the wage-
earners, thus reducing their power to purchase and consume. Inter-
nal trade alone cannot keep capitalism going. Now the capitalists of
all nations are impelled to resort to the same trick. if they can do it:
sell more to other countries and buy less from abroad. Otherwise,
there will be less and less money internally. This means that more
and more countries cannot buy or sell, and this will cut the ground
from under capitalism and the wage system.

Today the world is nearer to a single capitalist economy than
it ever was. That is the great difficulty and danger that capitalism
faces. It is like the right hand trying to sell to the left hand and get
profits—or the right trying to put some money into the left pocket
in order to take out more money. It cannot be done. All the interna-
tional economic and trade conferences called in these days are mo-
tivated by anxiety about this danger. But the conferees find them-
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even if Communists want to carry it on. In fact, they also are capi-
talists, for they can maintain the States in which they live only with
the help of the wage system. But the capitalists will bankrupt that
system so thoroughly that even the Socialists will not be able to
salvage it. It is no longer 1917, which made possible the resuscita-
tion of the wage-system and abortion of the Revolution in Russia.
The economic chaos in Stalin’s country and the want of food there
are evidence that the wage-method is in its last throes in the Soviet
Union. A monolithic economy is more difficult to carry on with the
wage-system than even the divided private capitalist economy. Un-
der private capitalism, the ruined capitalists act as shock absorbers
in any economic crisis, but in a totalitarian or monolithic economy,
the shock affects the whole set-up.

Whether in Russia or elsewhere the wage-system, because it can
be conducted only under the aegis of the state, leads to reduction
of consumption, for the masses have to pay a substantial portion of
their earnings to maintain the State, and as the cost of such mainte-
nance rises, they necessarily” consume less and less. Added to this,
it is out of the pockets of the workers that must come the money
to pay for interest, rent, profits, and sales commissions involved in
the operation of capitalistic industries. Thus the wage-system con-
stantly throttles consumption of commodities. And capitalism in-
evitably will abolish itself by strangling consumption. So will State
capitalism that is called Marxian Communism. If we do not believe
that the wage system lives on its own fat, then there is no use for
Socialism. for capitalism could continue for all time. That is what
the Socialist and Communist Marxians hope for. Otherwise. their
getting the State into their own hands will not he possible. Their
hopes are based on their wishes.

While Marxism has been tried in various forms everywhere, the
Anarchist theory, which is older than Marxism, has not yet been
tested anywhere. Now, with the impending smash-up of the wage-
system—made hopelessly bankrupt by the capitalists themselves,
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- Sarthak Tomar
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1. What Is Anarchism?
ARCHY means Government, rule, state—ANARCHY means non-

rule, non-government, non-state. The Anarchists want non-rule,
non-government, non-state. They want a non-governed, non-ruled,
non-state society. Here, anarchism is the antithesis, the opposite of
all other-isms. It negates fundamentally the necessity of all states,
whatever their form. While in other-isms they try to find a synthe-
sis between State and Society, the anarchists believe, consider and
think that the State is the enemy of Society, i.e. the state will sup-
press the society or the society will have to suppress the state. That
means the two cannot be co-existent.They therefore negate the the-
ory of the State being the collective will of the Governed, whether
it is the liberal or democratic state, or the absolutist and dictatorial
state, whatever the extreme form, i.e. whether the Fascist or Marx-
ian state. All states are dictatorial—preliminarily or ultimately. No
constitution can be established except by violence. The most demo-
cratic constitutions had a violent rebellion before them to eliminate
the previous rulers and states, and under that violence, new consti-
tutions were formulated and established. Therefore the claim that
constitutions are established by the free will of the people is incor-
rect.

If the states–or any states—were non-violent, where is the neces-
sity for armies, police and jails? The last arguments of all states are
the army, police and jails. Every constitution is protected by army,
police and jails. As much as autocracies! No state can exist without
these.

There is no constitution which says that no army, police and jails
should be used. In fact, the emergency of danger to state can be pro-
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2. How Long Can Capitalism
Survive?

Karl Marx was wrong in expecting the collapse of capitalism
around 1848. Kropotkin was wrong in looking for widespread so-
cial revolution about l905. But l have strong belief that a general
disintegration of capitalism is near — much nearer than the most
pessimistic adherent of the capitalist system can imagine. That col-
lapse can come about in one or another of two ways: either without
a war or after a war.

If governments postpone a war hoping that capitalism, sick and
tottering will recover, they miscalculate. If the war docs not come
soon, it will be impossible to carry on a war later, for capitalismwill
have fallen in pieces by that time instead of regaining its strength.
There are two ways of going down and out for capitalism: with war
or without war, in either case, it is doomed.

If those who are optimistic about the continuance of capitalism
are correct in their contention (and unfortunately such optimists
aremore numerous in labor camps than among the capitalists), then
there can be no hope for the coming of Socialism and therefore no
use of any of us preparing for Socialism. If Socialism will not come
for a long time, why try to create it? It won’t come if capitalism can
last long. While capitalists are having nervous breakdowns worry-
ing about their own system. It appears that the Socialists and Com-
munists are the only optimists with regard to the continuance of
capitalism.

Reasons for anticipating capitalism’s early collapse are ready to
hand. Capitalism is a wage system, even if Socialists carry it on and
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some of the Japanese scientists were anarchist propagandists and
were executed by the Imperial Government as early as 1908. Only
in other Asiatic countries] anarchismwas not known till now. Some
of Kropotkin’s works were translated into Gujrati and published by
the Navjivan Press about 20 years ago but nobody seems to have
studied them as anarchist texts. It appears Kropotkin’s “Fields, Fac-
tories andWorkshops” was published in Hindi by B. S. Pathik some
time after the last war.

An Encyclopedia of Anarchism was published in four volumes in
France in Paris before the last war, edited by Sebastian Faure. The
works of Bakunin in 6 volumes in French have not been translated
into English till now, except his “God and the State”. The first an-
archist publications in India will be “Socialism and the State” and
“Anarcho-Syndicalism” by R. Rocker in English first, then in other
languages of India, published by the Indian Institute of Sociology,
Bombay. A Marathi and a Gujrati edition of “What is Mutualism?”
by Swartz have appeared from the same Institute.
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claimed by all constitutions. What is emergency is a matter of in-
terpretation by states and parliaments. When, as is generally done
under constitutions of the freest kind, the emergency is proclaimed
to exist, all constitutions are suspended, and the army, police, and
jails come to defend the state and constitution. Peter Kropotkin,
once a prince and later an anarchist, declared in his “Appeal to the
Young”, what is the use of constitutions when martial law can be
declared in defense of the State? When the rebels make trouble, the
constitutions are shelved and the state is managed and defended
by violence in the name of the will of the people.” States thus cre-
ate civil wars, even constitutional states. When the different par-
ties and interests agree to rule together, there is constitution, when
they fall out, there is civil war and suspension of constitution. The
states born of violence cannot defend themselves without violence.
Thus a non-violent state does not, cannot exist. All states in essence
are violence, concentrated violence over society—whatever their
forms and shades, just as much as autocratic absolutist kings are.
To speak of non-violent society and state in the same breath is mu-
tually contradictory. Non-violent society can therefore come into
being only with the abolition or “withering away” of states of ev-
ery kind. Therefore to produce a non-violent society, the anarchists
work consciously, instead of leaving it (as Marxians do under the
excuse of ”transition stage”) to time and chance. All states refuse
to wither away and try to perpetuate themselves as long as possi-
ble. The anarchists are therefore the only ones who want to abolish
violence over and within society. They want that to be done delib-
erately. There will be eternal war between state and society and
finally the state will not wither away but will be suppressed—that
is the anarchist thesis. The object of evolution is for the society to
get on without state and rule from without. The anarchists want ev-
eryone to help evolution to that end consciously and deliberately.

The anarchists maintain all governments are established and
maintained only by a minority. Even under constitutions, States are
violence by a minority over the vast majority, whether the states
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and constitutions are accepted voluntarily or enforcedwith the help
of violence. No state can be conducted by all. Only a minority will
be allowed to bear arms, even if the majority are allowed to vote.
Only a minority will be allowed to manage the state. It cannot be
done by a majority by, or after, delegating powers voluntarily, or af-
ter deception and compulsion. The anarchists want all to be rulers
in their own right. They do not believe that there can be identity
of interests between the representative‘- and represented. The rep-
resentatives will serve their own interests even at the expense of
the represented. Thus deception and force will prevail. The repre-
sented will be finally suppressed by their representatives. The rep-
resentatives cannot be identical with the represented. Hence proxy-
Government is not self-government by the people. In order to have
self-government by the people, each has to represent himself di-
rectly. That can be done through no state, however radical. The an-
archists mean by non-state (anarchy), government of society by soci-
ety, by all members of the society. That cannot be done by a repre-
sentative government which can only be centralist. Government is
always centralism—finally despotism of the centre. Even the most
“federalist” or “decentralized” Government like the Swiss, is in the
last resort centralist and therefore despotic and cannot be of the peo-
ple and by the people, therefore for the people. Centralist democ-
racy is a contradiction in terms. Either centralism or democracy is
possible; mixing both ideas which are as poles apart is nonsense.
No Government can afford to be decentralist and federalist: The au-
tonomy of the parts is an illusion. In most essential matters, even
the most “decentralist” government like the Swiss is centralist, it de-
cides as it suits the state best even if it means the curtailment of the
liberties and violating, overriding the interests of the autonomous
parts. On any essential question, the central state is for itself. De-
centralization and federalism means absence of government which
means centralism. So non-government is both decentralization and
federalism—the essential condition of both these. Decentralism and
federalism will destroy centralism or centralism will destroy both.
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to the definition of socialism given by the First International which
was called the “International Workingmen’s Association”, which is
also the name of the Anarcho-Syndicalist International. The anar-
chist principle of distribution is: To each according to his necessi-
ties and from each according to his abilities. Equality does not mean
equal wages or comforts for all, but equality of treatment for peo-
ple under the same conditions: As for example when one is ill or
invalid. For example when milk is scarce, equality does not mean
equal distribution of milk for all, able, invalid or ill or infant, but
supply first to the invalid, ill and infant.

The anarchists do not believe that one is mentally proletarian by
birth or one is mentally capitalist by birth. For there are many capi-
talists who are andwill be for social revolution even in the anarchist
sense, while many proletarians are and will be capitalist or petty—
bourgeois and Marxian by mentality. If therefore the capitalists are
expropriated by society, it would be wrong to ill-treat them for their
being formerly capitalists: Once expropriated, they are practically
proletarians and must be treated as such, till they become danger-
ous to social order. The anarchists do not believe in punishment but
only watchfulness and moulding social surroundings. Mind cannot
work outside social surroundings.

There are religious anarchists and communists like the Tolstoy-
ans and Dukhobors (both Russian) who also stand against private
ownership, state and arms-bearing and want to return to primitive
Christianity. The anarchists who are atheists have nothing against
them, provided in secular matters they do not bring in religion.
Religion is a private affair as much as atheism. If sometimes, as
in Spain, anarchists converted convents into anarchist universities
where atheism is taught, it is not because they were against religion
or Christianity but against the Church which was corrupt, tyranni-
cal and fanatical against all else, especially in Spain. The Church
stood on the side of Franco!

It may be mentioned that Anarchist books by Kropotkin were
translated into Japanese and Chinese long before the last war and
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The organs of the Anarchists are their Anarcho-Syndicalist (Free,
libertarian or anti-authoritarian) Trade Unions which are also or-
ganized on a decentralized plan—for the overthrow and preven-
tion of States. They are organized for eventual social or general
strike which should lead to the anarchist social revolution. These
anarcho-syndicalist unions are stronger in Central and South Amer-
ican countries than in more advanced ones, except perhaps in Swe-
den and U.S.A., and especially among Seamen’s organizations. In
England there never was and is not any anarcho-syndicalist orga-
nization, although there were anarchist propagandist centers. In
France, once all trade unions were more or less anarcho-syndicalist
in fact it was the mother of syndicalist trade unions. In Italy, before
Mussolini’s accession to power, the most powerful trade unions
were the anarcho-syndicalist unions with their large co-operative
societies. In Germany, there was a growing syndicalist movement
and intellectually anarchism was preached by Germans even in
Kaiser’s time (they called themselves appropriately Localists); till
Hitler came to power, Anarcho-Syndicalist Trade Union Interna-
tional Headquarters was in Berlin, the first World Congress of that
organization having founded it there in Dec. 1922 as against the
Third International. Later on it was transferred to Barcelona, as the
biggest anarcho-syndicalist trade unions (with over 2 million mem-
bers) were in Spain and the Catalonian Republic wasmore favorable
to the Anarchists and anarcho-syndicalists. As in Russia so in Spain,
Marxismwas a super-imposed organization, i.e., not native to those
countries.

The First International founded by Karl Marx and later joined
by M. Bakunin till its end in 1872 (with Bakunin’s death) defined
socialism as the abolition of the wage system. For wage system is
the means of exploitation upon which all states, however radical or
communist, are based. The wage system is the cause of division in
society as classes: the employing class and the employed. State as
employers is also a wage-system and an exploiting and oppressive
system. It is authoritarian and corrupt. Hence the anarchists stick
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There can be no compromise between the two principles which are
antitheses. The anarchists go to the logical limit. The anarchists not
only want decentralism of regions into local units but also distribu-
tion of power, decentralism of power, the making of every one in
each locality his own master and representative. The power finally
is vested into each individual. Of course, they recognize the neces-
sity for delegation of power, but conditionally and in the locality-—
where alone the representatives can be under the watchful eyes of
all.

Every government can be only by a section of the society against
all the rest. There can be no people’s government possible, except
under anarchy. People (society) or Government but not people’s (or
social and socialist) government. The anarchists, when they insist
on non-governed society, mean government of the people, by the
people, for the people,—directly by the people themselves without
any intermediary. Society ruling itself, not ruled by a part over itself,
which can only be done with violence.

Every governmental “society” is divided into the rulers and the
ruled. There are classes among such a society, the largest classes be-
ing those who are for the government or against the government.
The Government can only be in defense of itself in spite of a class
supporting it. The class represented by a government is not all de-
fended equally by that Government. The nearest and most satisfied
by the Government is its bureaucracy: Government is bureaucracy,
can only be bureaucratic. In the Marxian so-called class-state, the
Bureaucracy and Party come before all workers, for they are the
mainstay of the State and Government.There cannot be even a class
state, for all the class cannot conduct the state-after delegation of
its powers. Especially as every state is centralist, i.e. despotic. There
are gradations of class as there-is gradation of income in every class.
With such gradations, there is and can be no solidarity and identity
of interests, even in one class.The so-called neutrality and justice of
the state is but the neutrality of the monkey towards the quarrelling
cats. There will be no cheese left for the quarrelers who go before
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the state for justice. The state will manage its own affairs first and
foremost at the expense of the “class brothers”. The state is above
those whose interests it is supposed to protect and defend, it is out-
side the pale of its own class.Thus the dictatorship of the proletariat
through the state of the advance guard [avant-garde?] (communist)
party becomes inevitably the dictatorship over all the proletariat.
The party state cannot represent even the interests of the members
of the party which supports it. The state is independent and over
the party.

The state of whatever form and name cannot be otherwise, since
it can only be run by a bureaucratic, microscopic minority andmust
rule. The state is the part, but society means whole. Even a class
means whole—all members of the class. The theory of state meta-
physicians is that the part which is made to represent the whole
is identical in interests with the whole, is even the whole. But a
part can never be equal to or identical with the whole. It can only
be separate from the whole, independent of the whole in the name
and under pretext of being delegates of the whole. The whole will
go under the part whether this is erected or not, whether it assumes
its role of a delegate by force or fraud. No Government can be iden-
tical in interests with the people, even with that of the class it pre-
tends to champion, even if these accept and elect it. People or state,
class or state—not both together. The people or the class must serve
their own interests without the intermediary of anybody, all repre-
sentation is illusion. But that cannot be done through elections and
constitutions which delegate authority to a distant body. Hence the
anarchists want only local elections where the delegates will be un-
der the electors’ control and direction. Distant delegates cannot be
controlled. Hence they want no state and no centralism which can
only be distant. So far they are realists. All others hallucinationists.

The anarchists want freedom, democracy and socialism. But they
consider—nay are convinced, these cannot be obtained or main-
tained under state protection or direction. The states are therefore
the enemies of freedom, democracy and socialism, for in the last
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ties against their own interests. Economic betterment can only be
brought about by direct action on the economic field by the people
themselves, not by voting for any or all parties who want to have
a say or power in the state. The general or social strike must pave
the way for social (economic) revolution with the object of an an-
archist society being established. Only then there will be freedom,
democracy and socialism. All the rest is illusion and dissipation of
energies in trying to realize a chimera. There is going to be either a
state or socialism and not both. A socialist state is a myth! The peo-
ple alone can emancipate themselves, not through any politicians,
state or statesmen. Office corrupts men. Especially under centralism
and authoritarianism. The problem of abolishing tyranny, corrup-
tion and deception is not so simple as authoritarian statesmen and
politicians suggest. “State is source of crime and corruption,” Aris-
tide Briand said in the Chamber of Deputies, of course before he
became a statesman, premier and patriot. It is no use establishing
a state, any state, and then complaining against evils, tyranny, cor-
ruption and deception: The anarchists are realists, matter-of-fact,
and therefore refuse to have anything to do with political parties
and states and theirmachinations—except of course to combat them.
They refuse military service and propagate against bearing arms. (A
broken rifle is their symbol). They are unconditionally for every re-
bellion against states, whatever state it may be. But they do not
support the objects of a revolution if it is to establish a new state in
place of old. States make people irresponsible, for they take away
the rights of people (freedom) to manage their own affairs. They be-
come mercenaries of the state, doing whatever is ordered and paid
for. To make the people responsible to themselves for their own
well-being, they must be made to act for themselves. Nobody can
serve the interests of another as oneself. But hemust have an oppor-
tunity for serving himself and that can only be done in an anarchist
society: Where he can create his ownwell-being with the wellbeing
of all. Society must become dynamic. Hence no states.
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with the help of any state, for all states are bound to be parasitic.
People want to help parasitism, submit to it instead of overthrowing
it, only they want change of parasitism called revolutions. But no
revolution will succeed till all acquire bread, room and raiment.The
revolutionary governments only supply these to those who serve
them to maintain their power, taking advantage of the necessities
of life. That will produce parasitic states. If the people took hold
of the necessaries of life (expropriated) and made use of them for
all, instead of letting the revolutionaries take and monopolize them
(confiscate) and distribute them according to their desire to get sup-
porters for their state, then production without parasitism can pro-
ceed. ‘Until that is done there can be no emancipation of man from
the tyranny of states. Hence the anarchists call upon workers to ex-
propriate the works and use them for the benefit of all. The bread
problem is the first revolutionary problem, both for anarchists and
state-makers. Without this—i.e. without social solidarity to prevent
bread from going into the hands of state-makers, there will be ei-
ther chaos or states. There can be no political action—either politics
or action! Action is only in economics.

Consistently with their anti-state and anti-authoritarian attitude,
the anarchists (who call themselves also libertarian or free social-
ists) stand against politics and political parties, making propaganda
against parliaments and elections to that centralist authoritarian
body. Their theory is, according to Michel Bakunin, once a noble
of Russia who formulated the anarchist principles, that “Politics is
the theology of the State” (in his “God and the State”). Politics and
political parties dissipate and divert the mental and other activi-
ties away from the main issue which is economic well-being. They
want to set up and capture “political power” in the State as an essen-
tial condition of economic well-being of the people. But the means
become the objects so that the state well-being becomes the first
and last consideration of politicians and statesmen to the neglect
of economic well-being. Therefore the anarchists warn the people
against becoming involved in politics, state form and political par-
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resort they are despotic and only for the bureaucracy. There can
be no Government which is not bureaucratic, i.e. bureaucracy and
Government are interchangeable terms. To fight bureaucracies and
keep governments is hopeless, since governments breed bureaucra-
cies, red-tapism, red tape itself. People alone, if decentralized ad-
ministration under local control and management is established,
can conduct affairs without bureaucratism, because all things will
be above board and under the eyes of the local people at all times.
What is in their interests and what is not can be detected, corrected
and decided at once.

The theory of capitalist and Marxian states is that a state adjusts
and distributes freedom to all equally and justly. But freedom can-
not be rationed except by killing it. Sitting in different cells under
the distribution of freedom is killing of freedom. Freedom consists
in free association, if it has to be living. Association does not mean
that the cell inmates are ordered by the state to group together in
the courtyard under its rules. Alone no man is free. The state free-
dom is but freedom as in jails. There can be no liberty with state.
State is enemy of liberty, except for its bureaucracy. Nomatter what
state it is. State and freedom are incompatible, especially when the
state has to be maintained with the help of the army, police and jails.
A free state has never existed andwill never exist. Hence democracy
is illusion under states‘, in spite of all voting rights conferred.There
can be uniformity of slavery in the name of democracy under states.
The minority will dictate to the majority at the point of bayonets in
the name of democracy and freedom. (In some countries, not going
to polls is a cognisable offence!)

Socialism is social ownership and management, i.e. ownership
and management by society and people. Since states cannot be
identical with i.e. be the same as the people, the state being an or-
gan of the bureaucracy–a minority, social ownership is negation
of state ownership and vice versa. We can have either state owner-
ship or social ownership and management. But it is supposed that
state ownership is in fact social ownership and management. It is
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Gandhiji’s Trusteeship theory in another form, the part which is
government represents the whole and therefore is the same as the
whole, hence is identical with the whole society! Pure logical non-
sense. The socialist anarchists who form the majority of the anar-
chist movement are therefore both against private and state own-
ership and management. There are individualist and associationist
and group anarchists who do not believe in socialism, i.e. owner-
ship by the society as a whole. We have also anarchists who are
individualist capitalists and they are even for one man or group
Bolshevism. They want their own or their group interests above all
others’ interests, even if it is against others’ interests. But the vast
majority of anarchists are for socialism, either as pure anarchists,
as anarcho-communists or as anarcho-syndicalists (trade unionists’
ownership and management). They are all at one about states and
state ownership and management—against them as negation and
suppression of socialism, i.e. of social ownership. The states being
run by minorities and infinitesimal minorities, state ownership is
no improvement but even worsening of private monopoly, for in
private monopoly or ownership, there will be still competition be-
tween individuals and groups, whose rivalry to ruin each other may
give to others some loopholes of liberty from time to time, but under
a monopolistic economic system, all will be crushed into a uniform
mass of slaves for the service and benefit of the bureaucracy which
is independent and armed with all means to suppress all. The an-
archists claim that state ownership cannot lead to socialism, since
the so-called socialist state will prevent the society from owning
anything. (Whether it will benefit the slaves materially is another
question and on this point, the anarchists think it can only reduce
the standard of living of all in order to maintain the state, as the
state reaps by its monopoly the surplus value or profits as much as
it can.) Anyway the combination of political (i.e. state, army, police
and jailing) power with economic monopoly will end in absolute
despotism of a clique. It will be absolute centralism. The anarchists
are more dead against State ownership than even the capitalists.
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be achieved locally according to the technical possibilities of pro-
duction and distribution. Of course all this has not been attempted
anywhere and not even definitely discussed and settled. That is the
drawback of anarchist thought till now. But one thing is certain,
that when all other systems are wrong and therefore not workable,
the opposite of them all must be right and possible to work, that is
anarchism, especially anarchic (social) communism. State commu-
nism is not socialism, even according to Marx, Lenin and Stalin. It
is claimed only as “transition stage”. Communism is possible only
when the State of the Bolsheviks “withers away”.That is Lenin’s the-
ory.That means communism is beyond state, not earlier. That is, after
the state withers away or is abolished. All the socialism claimed by
states is but capitalism. State and capitalism cannot be separated. If
capitalism is bad and unworkable, then anarchism and communism
alone can be right andworkable, and good.That is the logic, not say-
ing that it is both capitalist and socialist and communist. Shutting
eyes to logic will not straighten things, will not make the impossible
work.

Not that anarchism is not workable but that men do not want
anarchism since they want states. If capitalism and Bolshevism are
bad, then the enemy of both—-anarchism must be workable, good
and desirable. Then they say shutting their eyes and mind, Bolshe-
vism is only a passing stage and some day communism will come.
That is shutting one’s eyes and mind against “solution”! Either we
wait for solution or we make the solution! The one is fatalism and
the other :h-ee will. Anarchists believe in conscious acting in favour
of what is inevitable. They have no transition stage—except social
strike and social solidarity against states-—as offered by capitalists
and Bolsheviks. But people seem to want a state as a transition or
bridge and wait, and suffer! That is not the fault of the anarchists.
They do not intend to rule by violence and therefore do not want
to capture but smash political power and power seekers. They want
power only to the total society. The anarchist ethics is: Instead of
ruling men, men should administer things. But that cannot be done
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and all for each, and an injury to one is injury to all! That is at least
what they strive for. Beyond this, there is no object.

Of course anarchists, like Marxians and capitalists, differ as to
the method of achieving their objects of social welfare. In fact, eco-
nomic theories of anarchism have been different and not fully de-
veloped. That is why most people could not be convinced that anar-
chism “would work”. But that is not proof that other systems will
work, although they have been maintained by force and fraud till
they broke down or were over-thrown. There is every certainty of
other systems breaking down on account of state and parasitism.
Hence anarchism can be worked economically.

Proudhon elaborated a theory ofMutualism and People’s Bank to
make people independent of the State. Later, Peter Kropotkin gave
an economic basis for anarchism in his “Fields, Factories and Work-
shops,” “Mutual Aid,” and “Conquest of Bread”. Kropotkin was the
founder of anarcho-syndicalist (trade union) economics. The anar-
chists believe in a liberal kind of communism, instead of the rigid
Marxian state kind. The liberal communism starts with local coun-
cils which are linked together to supply all the needs of all local
communes mutually. The idea of anarchist communism is that all
things wherever found and produced are common property of all
local councils, although they may be locally held and managed.The
local councils themselves are just the administrators of the local
electors. These councils agree and arrange production and distri-
bution of all things produced everywhere for the greatest benefit
of everyone everywhere. Of course a central statistical office is re-
quired and a central technical planning council to advise how best
and where to produce what is required by all as of necessity and
as desired. The highest possible benefit and production should be
achieved for and

by all. The local councils will take the proportionate share ac-
cording to populations who contribute work, i.e. go to work and
distribute as the local electors determine. It is all done as a mat-
ter of agreement, not by decree or laws. Such an agreement can
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They are more inimical to Bolshevism than the capitalists are. The
capitalists have at least a common platform with the Bolsheviks on
the state issue—and therefore both the capitalists and Bolsheviks
are the deadly enemies of anarchists. The capitalists are individual
or group Bolsheviks while the Marxians are collective capitalists. The
anarchists are against both forms of capitalism. Only the capitalists
and Bolsheviks agree that Bolshevism is socialism, which the an-
archists deny. They call Bolshevism the worst form of capitalism.
Bolshevism is monolithic capitalism managed by a few monopo-
lists. All therest are their slaves who can be killed outright if they
are useless for the state and its monopolistic parasitic economics.
No elections and Soviets change this fact.

Every liberal and democrat is a bit of anarchist, for he does not
want the complete mastery of his life by the state machine. The
anarchists agree with Jefferson that the best government is one
which governs least. But they claim that the logic of it is that non-
government is the best form of “government”: Society itself as gov-
ernment, Government of society by society.

As regards laws, on the necessity of which both Bolsheviks and
anti-Bolshevik capitalists agree, the anarchists believe like Lenin:
Lawswithout force or violence to apply them are no laws, are ridicu-
lous. Only Lenin said that to create a force or violence to maintain
laws and enforce them, exactly like Capitalists. But the anarchists
say that because laws have to be enforced with violence, laws are
not instruments of non-violence, are not non-violent and if force
has to be applied to maintain laws, what is the use of all laws? Force
alone is enough to maintain the state. In fact, all constitutions and
laws are but veils over force and violence behind them. And force
consists in army, police and jails, the last line of defence of the
states, their constitutions and laws. But these are necessary for a
divided society, to maintain it divided. Lenin observed that just as
there are class laws in capitalist countries, there must be class laws
in Russia: Just as they suppress workers in capitalist countries, the
Bolshevik state must suppress capitalists. He was logical from the
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state-mania standpoint which hemaintained. Only that is not calcu-
lated to abolish the class structure of society even under the prole-
tarian state: In Russia, there are two classes, the ruling party which
employs proletarians and the ruled who have to work for wages.
In Russia also, owing to the state monopoly of all things, in spite
of the claim for social ownership, there are laws against theft (of
course, of state~property!) The state is the owner, the rest are wage
slaves. Where is social ownership, except as proxy-ownership? Po-
litical power is proxy-power and state ownership is proxy owner-
ship. In both cases, the proxies are the real ones in power and the
real owners. That is where a ”representative system” leads to.There
can be no social ownership with political state, hence there can be no
social state, as socialist states are supposed to be. All states are para-
sitic and anti-social: Only the ownership changes for worse. Hence
the anarchists refuse both states and state- ownership. They want
ownership by all the society. A part cannot own anything for the
whole society, politically or economically. It will own all things for
its own benefit to the neglect of others, suppressing them to keep
the benefits to itself. The means will become the object to the part
called state.

The anarchists do not want confiscation, which means taking
over by the state.They stand for expropriationwhichmeans in their
view collectively taking over the land, soil and means of produc-
tion. They do not want that only a class should expropriate, for that
would mean making another class the master: They want all the so-
ciety to expropriate all things. The anarchists want the immediate
abolition of all classes while the so-called socialists and Marxians
believe in gradual abolition of classes during a transition period.
There can be no transition between capitalism and socialism, for
these are opposites without a bridge between them. The one or the
other is the only possibility. Once the owners are expropriated by
the society, none is a capitalist or monopolist. The class distinctions
are thus at once abolished. The Marxians are reformist capitalists
compared to the anarchists.
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are not against centralized planning of production but against cen-
tralized methods of distribution by delegating “authorities”. The an-
archists while they are against “rule” (rulership), believe only in
agreement as the solution. Localities agree what is the best method
or plan of production and distribution and how best the products
and services should be distributed. That will be quite enough to set
about working and distribution of work, goods and services. No
complicated contracts like constitutions and its paraphernalia like
oaths and elections are necessary for the essential social services to
be performed. All have to see what is the best for oneself under the
circumstances.

Contracts like constitutions can only be enforced, taking advan-
tage of and even creating bad conditions. Free men will never make
contracts. For the circumstances may change and one of the parties
in the contract will get no benefit by improved work. Moreover con-
tract presupposes master and slave, so that the party in needmay be
coerced into a disadvantageous contract. The idea of social contract
leads to rulers and ruled. For there must be a third party to enforce
the contract, whatever the disadvantages to one and advantages to
the other party. Hence the states arise as arbiters as of necessity. If
something is in one’s interest, all will agree if the same advantage
accrues to all. People must learn by doing, i.e., serve themselves in
combination with all instead of leaving it to some delegate as “au-
thority” and abide by his decisions, whether it will be advantageous
or not to all. Anarchist society is an education itself to all, for all act
and serve themselves instead of leaving responsibility to some and
taking orders. It instills responsibility in everyone-—-for he may
suffer if he is not careful and intelligent in the choice. State makes
people irresponsible to themselves and others. What does it matter
if others suffer provided, I am safe and the state protects me bet-
ter than others? That is slave mentality. People can be bought to
do anything, however odious and nefarious. Under anarchy, such
things will become impossible, for each is master of his own destiny
and has equal rights with all. The motto of anarchism is each for all
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a general strike or social strike, only to change governments is sui-
cidal. Of course, a general or even a partial strike and boycott may
weaken to some extent some of the governments. They are in sym-
pathy with all strikes, because it demonstrates the will to resist, but
that is not enough to abolish tyranny or exploitation. Finally the
strike will subside. A total strike to abolish all states must be the fi-
nal object of mankind. Otherwise, life will becomeworse and worse
for all.

Every armed revolution will fail to emancipate mankind from
thraldom, economic or political, for a worse government will take
the place of a bad one, just with help of armed men. Only society
can emancipate itself from all governments and miseries. What is
the use of government if there was social solidarity?The society can
do all the functions which governments have arrogated to them-
selves. In fact the anarchists’ object is to take away the functions
of governments - especially the useful functions by the society, not
by themselves. If the society has to protect itself, why establish a
government and ask it to protect it against malefactors? It can do
it itself by delegating some to do it. Once Gandhiji said: Why ap-
peal to municipalities or governments to have the lamps lighted?
A few persons can walk along and light the lamps. That is social
self-help. Similarly every service can be organized by the society
itself and organized under its own control. That is what anarchism
and anarchists mean. The anarchists do not want rights of society
surrendered to any set of rulers. That is crime against all states and
state-makers. Naturally that cannot be done except in a decentral-
ized and localized manner. States are the enemies of decentralism
and local self-organization, no matter what state. That is why the
anarchists are against all states, whatever the form.

The anarchists argue, since all production is based on rawmateri-
als and work, where does the state come in production or services?
The society can organize itself to do all these without parasitism by
the state. It can do better than the parasitic state. It can organize
all social services and employ everyone. Why not? The anarchists
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Anarchists are pacifists, not necessarily socially but internation-
ally. The anarchists refuse both wars and civil wars. If necessary,
the anarchists prefer civil wars to external wars. But their ideal and
object is to make both wars and civil wars impossible. They believe
that states are causes of wars and civil wars and the armies are
meant to suppress people at home and make wars abroad. Hence
they are against armies, however radical or red. There can be no
social armies since armies are always part of the people trained
against the rest. Arms can only be monopolies of a small, micro-
scopic section of the people. Moreover, armies and arms are a bur-
den upon the people, and therefore parasitic. They recognise that
no states can be maintained without armies, police and prisons and
therefore they are against all these, and the states. To abolish armies
and violence all states must be abolished andmade impossible, how-
ever red and ”socialist” they may call themselves. To talk of peace
and at the same time to maintain states—even Bolshevik states, is
to do incompatible things. Even to abolish civil wars, states must be
abolished. For states are inevitably the instruments of rule by one
group of persons against and over the rest. So long as states remain,
they must continue parasitism and therefore exploit and impover-
ish people and they thus create the necessity for rebellions and civil
wars. As consistent and logical pacifists, the anarchists refuse to
serve in wars. But if civil war is forced upon them and they can get
arms, they are not averse to using them, in defence of their lives
and ideals, i.e. to eliminate the causes of civil wars and wars. They
would rather use arms to abolish states than give up their struggle
for pacifism and against wars and civil wars. The anarchists, unlike
the Bolsheviks, are averse to establishing another state in place of

the old. They had believed before 1917 that the Marxians had the
same object as they, but after the experience and experiment of the
Marxian revolution in Russia, which they thought would lead to the
suppression of the new state, they have abandoned all hope ofMarx-
ians abolishing states. Like Lenin before the last war, the anarchists
were also against both sides in wars, since both sides were capital-
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ists, but now they are against all wars, between one or more capital-
ist states and between socialist and capitalist states. The anarchists
refuse to recognise territorial frontiers and therefore they have no
fatherland which they should defend. Frontiers means states and
since they want no states, frontiers do not exist for them. Only un-
divided mankind exists for them, undivided as a whole and also as
classes.

Somehow the idea of anarchy or anarchism is associated with
chaos and violence——so that the two words are interchanged: An-
archymeans chaos. But to the anarchists, anarchymeans only order
without violence, unenforced order. All state orders are enforced
orders, order enforced over chaos. Lift the state and its order, there
will be chaos which was kept hidden. The anarchists are as much
against chaos as those who pretend to be against chaos and there-
fore justify and maintain the states, any kind of state. They say that
chaos cannot be abolished by states, but only kept suppressed, hence
they require armies, police and prisons with or without constitu-
tions. Keeping chaos suppressed means not preventing chaos—the
order that is imposed has only suppressed open chaos. The anar-
chists try to prepare the minds of people how they can live without
chaos and without states. For there is no question of imposing anar-
chy upon the people as the Bolsheviks, capitalists and Fascists try
to do “in order to prevent chaos,” as they think. For the anarchists
do not try to impose any state nor to establish any armies, prisons
and police at the expense of the people. The minds of people being
addicted to states, the people are likely, nay bound to welcome a
new state in place of the old or hated one. The anarchists tell all
that a new state can only make the conditions worse. But the old
states cannot also be maintained, hence chaos. The anarchists want
to tell that if people wanted no violence from above, they should
organise themselves without violence, to prevent a new violence
being imposed by others. The only way to prevent a new violence
being imposed is to organise themselves without any state! That is
anarchy. But the minds of men are predilected to slavery and there-
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pers. When I asked him, if he did not want any state, he protested:
No, we must have a strong national state! If that is anarchism, the
anarchists are not for it.

Since the object of the anarchists is the overthrow of all states,
armies, police and jails which are possible only with the help of
arms, their object is destruction of all arms and refusal to bear arms.
They are absolute pacifists and humanists. Arms corrupt and blunt
the mind-—that is anarchist standpoint. Hence they refuse to have
any chance to use or make arms. Anarchism is the only way in
which arms can be made and will be made superfluous. All other
conditions of society will necessitate and facilitate making arms,
and using them, for they are rulerships of a part of society over the
whole made to suppress revolt. The states are with the Bolsheviks
and Fascists in justifying use of arms.

The anarchists want to see anarchist society established not with
the help of arms and soldiers but by social solidarity. As they do
not want to see a state established by themselves or others over and
against the society, they cannot and do not require the use of arms.
They know that those who use arms against all others will establish
their rule, state and dictatorship over all others which they want to
prevent being done in order to make anarchist society possible.

The anarchists appeal to social solidarity and social strike against
all states and armies. The anarchist society can be established only
by direct action on the economic field by all, or by most people.
They call for strikes, boycott, civil disobedience social strike or gen-
eral strike to make states impossible. The trouble is that others
want only partial strikes and boycotts for partial objects or polit-
ical strikes and against some state in favor of another. So long as
there is no social solidarity, therefore no social strike, there will
be no society and any set of armed men will be able to rule all. So
long as people believe in governments, they will be victims of all
governments, the people’s will being paralyzed by the idea of gov-
ernments. Only they will change one government after another and
will be prey to all of them.The anarchists say to make a strike, even
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The charge of violence against anarchists is due to several at-
tempts made before the last war against the lives of ruling presi-
dents and kings by those claiming to be anarchists. Nobody denies
this. But terrorism is not peculiar to anarchists. It was practiced
by nationalists of various countries, by the social revolutionaries of
Russia and even by Nazis and monarchists who all wanted states of
their own and therefore could not be expected to take lives of states-
men. In a desperate state, all parties and many groups are likely to
resort to terrorism, for no other activity is allowed to them. If people
are prevented frommaking open propaganda, theywill make propa-
ganda by action, by terrorism. But since the last war, the anarchists
had opportunity to propagate their views, even though at great
risk, and therefore they abandoned terrorism. Most of the terrorists
were not even anarchists although called by the vile press such, and
some may have mistakenly taken themselves to be anarchists. All
that does not prove that anarchism thrives by terrorism and terror-
ism is its only propaganda method. Many bandits and robbers were
called by the vile press terrorists and anarchists who wanted chaos
or only thought that their actions were “anarchist”. The Bolsheviks
whowanted a strong state also practiced bank-robberies to fill party
coffers. Some bank robbers might have had accidentally some an-
archist acquaintances but that does not make them anarchists or
all anarchists (or their bandit acquaintances) alike and the same.
Moreover some individualists who claim to be anarchists because
they do not want any state may feel justified if they resorted to ter-
rorism. But anarchists do not want terrorism either by the state or
by individuals and parties which are usually organized and even
justified by states against their opponents. Anarchism and terror-
ism are two different things, terrorism is prevalent among non-and
anti-anarchists. States consider “the ends justify the means”—the
anarchists don’t. But some anarchists may be mistaken some time,
which is no proof against all anarchists or against anarchism.

In fact, I have met one terrorist nationalist who called himself
“anarchist” taking cue from the denunciation of the police and pa-
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fore they accept or help in the imposition of a new state after the old
one is destroyed.That is why they suffer more and more after every
revolution. Anarchists are not responsible for chaos if it comes, but
states are responsible. The anarchists are against killing or impris-
oning even one man or woman.They want no killing in the name of
any idea including their own and no prison for anyone. Hence they
neither want wars nor civil wars and take part in the latter only as
a defence measure. Or because they could not remain neutral ow-
ing to both sections in civil wars treating them as their enemies,
which of course they are. They refuse to take part in any so-called
“revolutionary or society Government”—-for them, there can be no
revolutionary government or socialist government even if it calls
itself “communist”! There is either revolution or government, not
both-—-since both cannot be combined. We have already pointed
out that a socialist or communist government is a contradiction in
terms, and therefore the anarchists refuse even socialist and com-
munist governments as false and illusory. They are as much against
the socialist and communist governments as against the capitalist
ones. They consider that every government that takes the place of
an older one will do worse. Will be more dictatorial or more lying
and cunning and cruel and deceptive. The remedy for one state is
not for another but the abolition of all states.

The anarchists argue that all states must necessarily be static, i.e.
must prevent progress. All states are therefore reactionary apart
from being dictatorial, The society alone can be dynamic and the
states want to prevent social dynamism. Otherwise, there would be
no justification for the states. It is claimed by all states that they
have furthered progress. Either it is a lie, or it is true, that is in spite
of their statism and reaction, because they could not prevent it. ‘The
society is continually marching forward, but the states in order to
keep their power are acting as breaks upon society, till at last a new
revolution becomes necessary or a break-down -of the state is in-
evitable. There is no virtue in any state in the sense that it helps
social dynamism. In proof of this, every constitution says: Thus far
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and no further! When a state is established, every action or devel-
opment calculated to upset it becomes revolution and “treason to
the people”, i.e. to itself, however inevitable, justified and necessary
such actions or developments may be and are. That is because the
state which means “standing” cannot afford to be dynamic with so-
ciety. It is generally supposed that laws create changes! But laws are
but seals put upon facts. No law comes till the people have taken the
law as it were into their own hands——for the arguments of govern-
ments is that the people are not ready for it and will consider it too
radical. If laws create changes in progressive direction, monarchies
must have been abolished by their own laws and republics must
have made socialist laws and socialist governments so called must
make laws abolishing their own states. No. They prevent and if nec-
essary bloodily suppress every change in the direction of progress,
for if progress came their states will become unnecessary. Monar-
chies and republics were first established by force and bloody fights
and they can be abolished only by force, unless they die of inanition
i.e. economic break-down. They will never make republican, Social-
ist or Bolshevik and anarchist progress but each will prevent the
next step whatever the consequence may be. Somebody or some-
thing must pull them down before progress is possible, for progress
means losing the power and means of existence for statesmen. Af-
ter every so-called revolution leading to the establishment of a state,
there was a reaction. Revolutionaries were “purged” by revolutions,
because the purged wanted what the states could not have or give.
That is the consequence of revolutions for new states, which means
new reactions. The anarchists want a social revolution, not a revo-
lution for state formation: They want the society to own all things
instead of giving them to a state however radical or revolutionary
it may call itself. They believe that salvation and solution are only
in social ownership of all things. They not only refuse to take part
in state power, but want to prevent the rise of any “political power”
for any or all the groups who want to capture the state and its force.
Therefore they are against all political parties ‘which want to cap-
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ture power together or separately and therefore against all parties
and partisanship. Political and state power can only be at the ex-
pense of the people, to deceive and exploit and suppress the people.
For politics is parasitism. ’Even so-called revolutionary and commu-
nist politics. They do not claim that one state is better than another
and therefore must be supported against its enemies. So far as anar-
chy i.e. non-violent order is concerned, all states are equally united.
against it. There can he no better and worse among them so far as
anarchy is concerned.

It is true that the anarchists had been requested towards the end
of the Spanish civil war to send a representative into the Catalo-
nian government and they sent one. But the representative was not
willing to join in collective responsibility, for it would be against
anarchist objection to all states. The anarchists were placed in the
same position as the democratic and left wing parties of Spain by
the civil war made by Franco, and the anarchists were as much in
danger as the democrats and left wing politicians. As Franco could
not be fought except with weapons, the anarchists had to take up
arms and help the republican armies composed of democrats, social-
ists and communists who wanted to maintain states. Otherwise, the
anarchists had to give up fight against armed Franco! Of course, the
anarchist ’troops tried to fight as separate units of the army which
the other parties did not like and under the name of unified com-
mand they coerced the anarchists to submit to non-anarchist com-
mand. The anarchists submitted to it owing to the common danger
to all. The communists who had most influence with the republi-
can government and finally became masters decimated the anar-
chist troops and members as they were unwilling to submit to total
centralism. In this act, they did as Franco would have liked. The an-
archists practiced what is called (in India) responsive co-operation
with fatal results to themselves and with the defeat of the left wing
politicians also. The anarchists were decimated both by Franco in
front and communists from behind. Next time they hope to be more
careful and prepared.
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